should work out a compromise with your collaborators to "kick out as much of the resident codes and devices as is required to free up the memory"... your negotiating position starts from here: The only devices which you can even use while running PC-GenoGraphics are a so-called "disk-caching routine" such as SUPERPCK, Vcache, Cache86 OCACHE, Lightning, or FAST TRAX (all of which are racommnded for speed) or a mouse (which is optional at that); absolutely no TSR of any kind is required for PC-GenoGraphics. If, on the other hand, the new value is still inadequate to meet the requirements of PC-GenoGraphics, you must try another machine. IN ANY EVENT, YOU SHOULD combination dur ng the GGSETUP procedure for PC-GenoGraphics. Most graphics monitor and adapter combinations can be exploited fully by PC-GenoGraphics. Our GGSETUP procedure is sufficiently robust so that you can figure out by trial and error That graphics monitor and adapter combiration you actually have. Your Installation will go more smoothly, however, if you take the time to look up the brand of whatever video adapter card is present in your machine, and, best of all, determine how much
video-RAM is present on your board. IF YOU HAVE A TRUE IBM BRAND MACHINE, TO WHICH NO UPGRADE OF THE VIDEO ADAPTER CARD HAS

BEEN MADE, YOU WILL BE STUC. WITH ONE OF THE STANDARD VIDEO PROTOCOLS AND THERE WILL BE NO USE IN TRYING TO GET IMPROVED VIDEO PERFORMANCE; THE GOOD NEWS PART OF THIS IS THAT YOUR
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE WILL BE SIMPLE.
Stmmary of Requirements:
1.)IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or 100% compatible
2.)DOS version 3 or later
3.)520K Minima free RAM 4.)Some CRT graphics monitor and video adapter (it will help, but it is not necessary to know which kind you have) color display with at least 256KB V-RAM; 1MB is best.
5.)Floppy disk drive to
4.)At least 1MB of RAM with EPI driver installed in the system.
5.)Mouse with driver installed into system 6.)Laser Printer (HP-LJ2 or compatible)
As of this writing, complete system with more than ample computing speed (16 MHz 386SX) and full graphics capabilities are selling for almost exactly $1000 at agressive mail-order distributers while laser printers are going for about $600. This chapter tells how to move PC-GenoGraphics from the distribution floppy disks onto your PC. After copleting this installation procedure, you wit be ready to operate PC-GenoGraphics at its full range of query and display functions.
MOST EXPERIENCED USERS WILL KNOW HOW TO MWNT PC-GenoGraphics
WITHOUT GOING THRWGH THIS CHAPTER. INSERT DISK INTO YUR FLOPPY DRIVE, SET DEFAULT TO THAT DRIVE AND TYPE GGSETUP. IF THIS PROCEEDS REASONABLY, YO MAY SKIP IMMEDIATELY TO CHAPTER 3 AND RESUME THE TUTORIAL.
The PC-GenoGraphics distribution contains programs and data. The program allow visualization of whatever datasets are loaded, but the programs have no information specific to any organism. All organism-specific information is contained within the datasets. Datasets for tiny genomes such as viri require less disk space than the programs. Datasets for larger organisms such as E.coli and humans are much larger than the programs. The user exercises discretion over which datasets to install. If available disk storage space is a limitation for your PC you may choose to omit the larger datasets being installed.
To install PC-GenoGraphics:
1.)Start your PC
2.)Get to the DOS prompt (totally exit from Windows or any other shell, if present) so that you get a prompt like this:
Here the crucial line is the one labelled "bytes available on disk". The exact amount of disk space available which you require depends strongly upon how you plan to use PC-GenoGraphics, but the wisest choice is to repeat the above procedure for D:, E-etc. and choose the one with the largest "bytes available on disk". REMEMBER THIS LETTER. In any event you will want at least 1 megabyte for the minimal installation of PC-GenoGraphics, at least 2 MB more for the minim with E.coli, 4 MB more for Cie minimum with the GDB Human maps, and 14 MB more for the complete human system including sequence. If you get a message like:
Invalid drive specification
In reponse to the above procedure, that is a sign that there is no opportunity to use that letter at all. The most common situation is for C: to be the only useable letter at all. If "bytes available on disk" is less than your desired nrwer of MB for all available letters, you can still always get PC-GenoGraphics to run by deleting un-needed files from the hard-drive. These do not need to be lost permanently provided you use the BACKUP command to save them to floppies first. BACKUP ERASE files from the hard-disk until the CHKDSK shows enough "bytes available on disk".
5.)Now type B:(Enter>
GGSETUP<Enter>
At this point you will start the installation procedure. open up a large, multi-screen display, like the one show in Fig.2 which you navigate using the arrow keys until a promising video mode is highlighted. You then select it with the <Enter> key. After a few seconds, a small box from MetaWindows will appear in the middle of your screen, to be followed a few seconds later with a display like that shown In Fig.3 . The most elementary use for PC-GenoGraphics is to visualize geromic information. The basic technique in dealing with genomic data is to take advantage of the linear organization of chromosomes. We will universally represent the length of the genome as a horizontal stripe across most of the video display with 5' at the left and 3' at the right of the display. Various information may be represented by different stripes at distinct heights on the screen, but they all cover the same horizontal space. Fig.5 provides a specific example of data included into Kenn Rudd's compilation of data on the well-mapped E.coli organism, Fig.6 provides a specific example of data present in GDB and GenBank concerning the much less-accurately mapped huean genome, while Fig.7 provides a specific example of the completely sequenced genome of an HIV virus.
AT THIS POINT, YO CAN ALMOST ALWAYS CONTINUE THE
You will notice immediately the principal obstacle in graphic display of genomic data: Even the tiny virus has nearly ten thousand basepairs in its genome, wAlle even most advanced graphics displays have less than one thousand pixels avaible to display this length of data. The time-honored method of dealing with this sort of discrepancy is by enabling the user to "zoom" in to fine scales when fine detail is required while still being able to search around for data which may be "offscreen" because of zooming activity. PC-GenoGraphics has extensive zooming and panning capabilities which coprise the bulk of the pure visualization manipulation available to the user.
We will explore how to use the zooming capability of PC-GenoGraphics by explicit tutorial example on the artificial system AATEST which is included in all distributions of PC-GenoGraphics. First, we nee' : get AATEST onto the screen. This chapter teaches you how to visualize the data-box which is attached to visual objects in the PC-GenoGraphics screen. This activity is fairly complicated and all users are recommended to go through this part of the tutorial. After this chapter, you should be able to call up any data-box, to view all of the data which it contains, and to search for specific information within the data-box.
The visual displays in PC-GenoGraphics are organized horizontally as copies of the genwie inder study. Different data are organized into vertically distinct stripes running the width of the screen. These hori::ontal stripes are segregated into "maps" each of which consists of some number of what we call "summap". Placed upon the length of each submap are various bl obs(which we call "objects") that reresent parts of the data. The logical schae is that objects which are similar are all present on a single map and distributed among enough submaps in that map to allow all objects so as to avoid actual overlap (simply sharing edges is not an actual overlap). THUS,
EACH DATUM IS ASSOCIATED WITH AN OBJECT WHICH DEFINES THE LOCATION OF THE DATUM ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE CHROMOSOME, AND EACH OBJECT IS ASSIGNED TO SOME PARTICULAR MAP AND SUBMAP TO FACILITATE IDENTIFYING ITS SIGNIFICANCE AND TO ALLOY ITS VISi'%L DISTINGUISHABILITY, RESPECTIVELY.
Let us see how to recover the data associated with object, 
BELOW, KEYSTROKES ARE GIVEN, BUT YOU CAN (AND SHOULD) DO EXACTLY THE SAME THINGS WITH THE MOUSE (IF YOU HAVE ONE) BY POINTING AT THE LABELLED BUTTONS OR MENU ITEMS WHICH HAVE THE APPROPRIATE CAPITALIZED AND UNDERLINED LETTERS
<<
Notice that the text in the large block is organized in a special hierarchy.
Each line in the display is either left-justified or it has a leading blank character. Those line which are left-justified have, in general, some number of leading N>" characters ranging from zero to three. All lines with leading blanks are to be thought of as continuation lines of the preceeding left-justified line. The notion here is that data with one or zero ">" characters in their left-justified line are the most salient and should always be visible.
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Data with two such ">" characters are intermediate in saliency while large datasets (such as sequence) which are to be viewed rarely have left-justified lines with three ">" characters. Notice that as the data-box comes up, the "<" button is initially "ghosted out". This means that the "<" button is not pressable. If you press the ">" button once however, data at the intermediate level of saliency will be interleaved into the display. Hitting ">" again will bring up the sequence data attached to this object. In general, ">" will bring upmore detailed versions of the data ile "<" will bring up more condensed versions. To find yet another occurence of ELVIS, repeat the above procedure, this time allowing the search to extend across .ultipkl pages which would require you to issue the comnd "0" for access:
Notice that the last coinand orders the search to span the pagination of the text and the next occurence of "ELVIS" would be located, although there are no more in this particular data-box. This ch ter teaches the user how to identify which PC-GenoGra ics objects are interesting on the basis of their names or the text contents of their data-boxes. After completing this chapter, the user should know how to select sets of objects, how to tell which are selected, how to concentrate on selected objects, and how to search keyword-indexed text data attached to any objects. The user will also know how to restrict the range of searches. This is specialized material and is recommended for all users.
So far precious little we have done is at all specific to the actual data attached to the various objects in our display.
In fact, a number of data searching tools are included into PC-GenoGraphics which allow considerable opportunities to probe the data and to generate visual displays in response to those queries. This class of capabilities elevates PC-GenoGraphics above the rank of a mere visualization tool.
Selecting Objects By Name our most primitive class of data search is what we call "selecting" some class of objects. This selection process elevates objects to a more visible status and makes them more readily addressable. Let us start with the simplest class of object selection, selection by Name. Our first exercise will be to select two objects by name. Invoke PC-GenoGraphics, and select the file AATEST.ALL, then type:
Notice that there are two lower-case "o" (not zero) characters in the above.
Notice that the two selected objects blink on the screen. Notice also that, after the blinking has settled down, the colors of selected objects are inverted from what they would have been had they not been selected. You can always get the selected objects visually to reveal themselves without the trouble of re-drawing the whole screen by typing the hot-key "B" whenever the viewing screen is unobstructed by menus or information boxes. Note that the every other time you hit the hot-key"B", the final state of the selected objects is reversed from the previous final state. Of course, the file AATEST describes objects which are so large on the screen that their names are clearly legible, but more realistic biological system do not maintain this convenience and selecting objects by name will point out the interesting regions of the chromosome for further investigation. This combination of selecting objects by name followed by ZZN, ZZP command sequences facilitates access to the data-boxes for objects whose name is known.
Unselecting Previously Selected Objects
If you continue to select more objects, say, by issuing the Issue the following commands now, before continuing to the next step in this tutorial.
Selecting Objects by Contents
Of course, we do not always know the names of objects which contain sought information, we usually know something else about the information. This sort of search is what we call "selecting objects by contents". This is facilitated by a two-level hierarchical index structure for the bulk of data attached to objects. Recall from the description of the organization of the large text-block in a data-box that each line of the text-block is attached to a header line (the preceeding left justified line) which has some nu.ber of ">" characters at its head followed immediately by some arbitrary "keyword". Let us start by searching the file AATEST for all objects which contain information under keyword GOLD and which refer to LONDON somewhere else in the chosen header line or its subsequent continuation lines. S C GoldcEnter',
LONDONcEnter> A
The last menu with three pushbuttons (All, Could, Must) defines the range of the genome to search for the desired object. "All" means that the entire genome should be searched regardless of what is visible on the screen. "Must" means to limit the search only to objects which are totally contained within the present screen image. "Could" means to limit the search only to objects of which any part is visible on the present screen. These directives are quite useful in providing PC-GenoGraphics intellectual guidance in speeding up its searching procedures.
Notice that three objects are selected by this search, mlo2, m1o3, and m3ol. They all contain news of gold prices in London. Point the cursor at mlo2, one of these selected objects, and click to reveal the underlying data-box. You will notice the line ">GOLD" at the top level of sal iency, but no mention of London is visible at this top level...this is not the source of our successful selection. Hit ">" once and a comment headed by the line ""GOLD PRICES" will appear; tAis is the line whose contination lines actually refer to London, and this is the source of our successful selection. Notice that the keyword found need not be a complete precise match to the keyword sought, but rather that the found keyword can have more letters following after a prefix which is a precise, case-insensitive, match to the sought keyword. I.e. ">GOLDBUG" will provide a match to sought keywords "GoLd", "golds", "G" , or "", for that matter, but it will NOT match sought keywords "GOLDBAG", "GOLDBUGS", or ">GOLDBUG". Likewise for the sought string: We could find all objects with any keyword starting with "GOLD" by commands: The appropriate sites light up along the genome, and are accessible to further investigation using the ZZN and ZZP commands to track down the interesting objects, clicking the cursor on those objects to bring tu their dats-boxes, and using ">" and "F" commands automatically to scan the text-blocks for the relevant information.
-------
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CHAPTER 6 SEARCHING SEQUENCE
This chapter teaches the user how to search arbitrary objects for a wide range of possibly imprecise sequence patterns. The user will learn an entire language to define such queries, which we call "punits". The user will learn how to identify whether DNA, RNA, or peptides are to be searched, how to restrict the range of searches and how to formulate queries. This material will be new to al( users.
So far, there has been no mention of specializations in PC-GenoGraphics which reflect the genomic nature of the data. Quit the data-box commandd "Q") and invoke the commands:
The last menu with three pushbuttons (All, Could, Must) defines the range of the genme to search for the desired object. "All" means that the entire genome should be searched regardless of what is visible on the screen. "Must" means to limit the search only to objects which are totally contained within the present screen image. "Could" means to limit the search only to objects of which any part is visible on the present screen. These directives are quite useful in providing PC-GenoGraphics intellectual guidance in speeding up its searching procedures.
The next to last menu with two pushbuttons (Ok and Cancel) defines whether overlapping matches are regarded as distinct.
For instance: searching for AGA in the sequence GCAGAGA will yield only the first match if "Cancel" is issued, but will yield both if "Ok" is issued.
The above finds all occurences of this subsequence on the forward strand of all DNA or RNA sequence entries in the file AATEST. Notice the information box which apears monitoring progress of your search. We will came to the proper use of this box later. When the search is done, the information box will disappear, the screen will be re-drawn and a new gray bar running the height of the display will appear for each match. Needless to say, the left-to-right position of this bar corresponds to the location of the sought subsequence relative to the length of its containing object and that object's placement along the map to which it is assigned. Although this subregion is not associated with any particular object previously present on the screen (notice in particular that the object m2ol is not blinking), the gray stripe itself is a new object which is "selected". Thus, for instance, the command to zoom to the next selected object: z z N will fill the screen at just the ition of the matching subsequence and, of course, the wole screen will be grayed as well.
More Complicated Searches for DNA/RNA Patterns
The previous search was for a precisely known subsequence; rarely do we know precisely what we seeks PC-GenoGraphics offers a wide variety of imprecise searching options. These comprise a small language which is directly based moon that created by Searle: Each DNA/RNA sequence query is structured as a set of text blobs (we call them "punits") seperated by <Space> characters. The notion is that a successful match for the whole query requires a consecutive set of subsequences each of which 
Notice that "U" and "T" are totally equivalent in our query language. Notice that the peptide codons are now uniquely representable using these techniques: Notice that this query has three punits, the middle of which is an ellipsis, and the outer two of which are reverse complements. It will match any hairpin with the specified sequences on both sides of the ladder and any length of loop ranging from 4 to 6, inclusive. Notice that the above query produces exactly the same result as the more complicated three punit query:
2.)Alternative Matching Possibilities (OR
AAGCT ((NNNN I NNNNN) I NNNNNN) AGCTT 4.)Specified Limits on Mismatches, Inserts and Deletes. Any single punit can be matched imprecisely by specifying a maximum nruber of mismatches, insertions and deletions which are required to transform the target into a precise match to the specified subsequence. Our language allows this to be specified by appending a bracketted acnerna such as:
AGCTT (1,2,31 the order of the ntmrical arguments is
Virtually any target subsequence will match the proceeding punit because the (1,2,31 condition is so sloppy compared to the length of the specified sequence AGCTT. Examples of imprecise matches to AGCTT are given below: which Is two non-negative integers separated by three periods, the first cannot be larger than the second.
4.)Specified Limits on Mismatches, Inserts and Deletes.
Not implemented for peptides.
5.)Weighted Matching NOT YET IMPLEMENTED FOR PEPTIDES.
6.)Labelled Punits---NOT YET IMPLEMENTED FOR PEPTOES.
It is convenient to save re-typing sequence patterns by assigning labels to various punits. This is done in our language by the syntax p6= where the 6 could be replacd by any non-negative integer. The "p6" could '. used at any point in later definitions within the query to stand for another copy of the puiit to which it was attached with the "_". For
example: pi=ELVIS GAG p1
is precisely the same as With our update file open, let us now perform some simulated scholarship by appending annotations onto object m1o3. Navigate the cursor to point at object m1o3, and click the cursor on it. This brings up the data-box attached to the object, and at the will locate the strategic addendum entered above.
ELVIS GAG ELVIS
CHAPTER 8 USING PC-GenoGraphics AS A VISUAL REASONING TOOL
FOR SEQUENCE
In this chapter, the user will learn how to create new maps based on the results of sequence queries. This may be the mostelaborate capability of PC-GenoGraphics and will require study from any user who cares to use it.
In Chapter 4 we discussed how to search for subsequences within the sequence data attached to object's data-boxes. At that point these searches seemed to be rather dead-end. The vertical stripes at the positions of the sequence matches grayed out the correct part of the screen, but (apart from being able to zoom to the next selected object, etc.) no further recourse to these sequence matches was evident in that presentation. In this chapter we will learn how to promote those sequence matches to fully viewable and queryable objects on a new map. Now, whenever you want to do this query, you issue:
and your PC will writhe around doing your glorious query for as long as it takes. One query like the above takes a minute or two on a modern PC, maybe ten minutes or more on an old one. We have provided a few sample queries into our distribution. Thousands of such queries have been compiled by David Ghosh of NCBI and translated by ourselves and are available separately from us. A thousand queries is an overnight job, but the whole task runs unattended.
CHAPTER 10 PRINTING THINGS AND DOING OTHER THINGS
In this chapter we will learn how to make hardcopy of PC-GenoGraphics displays and how teqporarily to exit PC-GenoGraphics to do simple DOS tasks like getting directory lists, printing documents, veiwing or deleting files, etc.
If your PC has a printer attached you may be able to get hardcopy images of PC-GenoGraphics screens. We support only the two most common standards of printers namely the Epson standard for dot-matrix printers and the HP-LJ2 standard for laser printers. These two standards cover most but not all PC printers. We regret that supporting other printers is not cost-effective. As of this writing the street price ;r an excellent laser printer is about $60. When you have a PC-GenoGraphics screen which you want to save, the commands are in the "Files" menrwar: 
Arbitrary line of information 
